Layered Stories in Aeschylus' Persians
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Our earliest extant Greek tragedy and only preserved Greek historical drama, Persians, is one of the Athenian tragedies whose effect on its original audience is most debated. Current scholarship on its original reception falls into two groups. Some -most recently Edith Hall (1996) and Thomas Harrison (2000) -read the play as an Athenian auto-celebration suffused with chauvinist overtones and Orientalizing clichés. Others -notably Desmond Conacher ((1974)1996) and Nicole Loraux (1993) -view it as a surprising vehicle for identification with the enemy whereby cultural and military polarities are overcome by a shared experience of loss and death.
1 Much is at stake here. Beyond the interpretation of the play itself, the debate impinges on the definition of tragedy as a genre and the relevance of the Aristotelian categories of fear and pity to its first extant example. In addition, the controversy raises psychological issues about the Athenian -and ultimately our own -ability to transcend personal resentment and hatred in order to embrace a larger human perspective on pain and death. This paper reconsiders the pragmatic question through the lens of narrative structures.
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Since tragedy is a narrative genre, my methodological premise is that its pragmatics largely depends on its progression as performance time unfolds. 3 To define the narrative structure of the play, I use some of the tools developed by structural narratology, espe-I am most grateful to the organizers for their generous invitation and to the participants for their stimulating comments. I also wish to thank Claude Calame, Vivasvan Soni, and Robert Wallace for their helpful suggestions when I was revising the paper. 1 For a survey of the history of interpretation of the play, see Hall 1989, 69 -73. 2 Recent analyses of Persians have paid strikingly little attention to its structure.
Harrison 2000, whose thesis is largely based on the stichomythia between the chorus and the queen in the first episode, is characteristic of the trend. 3 Here and throughout the article, I use the term narrative in the broad sense of a discourse that -unlike argument or description -presents a story combining a set of characters, events, and a setting. For such a definition (which contrasts with Genette's restrictive use of the term narrative to epic), see Ricoeur 1983, 55 -84 and Chatman 1990, 6 -21 and 109 -23. cially the actantial model proposed by Algirdas Greimas (1966, 174 -85 and 192 -212) that breaks down an action around the positions of subject, object, helper, opponent, sender, and receiver. 4 This approach allows me to capture the oft-neglected dynamic progression of the play and to argue that Persians is organized around not one but two storylines, one centered around Xerxes' expedition against Greece and the other around the chorus' pothos -their desire to be reunited with the army (I).
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The pothos story culminates in the identification of Xerxes as the chorus' opponent. In the second half of the final scene, Xerxes expresses longing for the dead youth and therefore moves from opponent to co-subject position (II) . At the level of external communication, the pothos story actively engages the emotions of the Athenian audience and creates a complex experience in which anger gives way to pity and compassion (III).
War Story and Pothos Story
As Louis O. Mink (1970) and Paul Ricoeur (1983, 219 -27) have emphasized, the interpretation of a narrative relies on a dialectic understanding of its plot. As we read a novel or watch a play, we develop provisional hypotheses about the nature of the main story that subsequently 4 I do not attempt to use or even to transpose to tragedy the tools of formal narratology developed by Gérard Genette and Mieke Bal. As defined in Discours du r cit, Genettian narratology focuses on the three parameters of time, voice, and mood that shape the transformation of a story into a narrative told by a narrator (Genette (1972 (Genette ( ) 1980 . The distinction between story and narrative that is valid for epic can be applied to drama, especially with regards to the contrast between action shown and action told. In addition, the treatment of time is a fundamental parameter of dramatic storytelling, as recently demonstrated by Goward 1999 and Markantonatos 2002. Yet it is difficult to find a dramatic equivalent for the categories of voice and mood. Genettian narratology provides an elegant model and a powerful series of tools to describe the narrative semiotics of epic. One hopes that a similarly elegant and powerful model will be developed to discuss the narrative semiotics of drama. Manfred Pfister (1977) 1988 represents an important step in that direction. For a survey of various attempts to formulate a narratology of drama (with attention to the specificities of Greek drama), see Nünning -Sommer 2002 . See also Francis Dunn, this volume. 5 Gagarin 1976 , 29 -56 and Hall 1996 have remarked that Persians creates a tension between Greek and Persian, celebratory and mournful viewpoints. My analysis takes their observation from the thematic to the narrative level and discusses the combination of perspectives in terms of intertwined stories.
inform the relative importance we assign to the narrative's characters, actions, and events. According to a long tradition of interpretation, Persians tells the story of Xerxes' invasion of Greece, his defeat at Salamis, and his lonely return to Susa. It is summarized in these terms in the ancient hypothesis preserved in the tenth-century manuscript Laurentianus:
ja·5 stim B l³m sjgmµ toO dq²lator paq± t`t²v\ Daqe¸ou7 B d³rpºhesir, N´qngr stqateus²lemor jat±: kk²dor ja· pef0 l³m 1m Pkataia?r mijghe·r, mautij0 d³1 mSakal?mi, di± Hessak¸ar ve¼cym diepeqai¾hg eQrt µ m) ş am.
The drama is set beside the tomb of Darius, and its argument is this: Xerxes conducted a campaign against Greece; his infantry was defeated at Plataea and his navy at Salamis, and he fled through Thessaly and crossed over to Asia. (transl. E. Hall) This interpretation implicitly underlies the work of scholars who view the messenger's narrative as the climax of the play; of those who discuss the pragmatics of the play in the context of the rivalry between Athens and Sparta (the cities who played a prominent role at Salamis and Plataea respectively); and of those who connect it to the political prospects of Themistocles, the Athenian general who engineered the victory at Salamis.
Persians follows, albeit in inverted fashion, the quest model identified as a basic narrative pattern by Vladimir Propp ((1928 ) 1968 and subsequently formalized by Greimas (1966) . The defining moments of the war story match the semio-narrative schema of Manipulation (the necessity to carry on Darius' legacy), Competence (the crossing of the Hellespont), Performance (Salamis and, proleptically, Plataea), and Sanction (lonely return). In the vocabulary of Greimas' actantial model, the subject of the action is Xerxes, the object Greece, the sender Darius, the receiver Xerxes, the helper the Persian army, and the opponents -at least at a surface level to be reconsidered in part II below -are the Greeks.
The interpretative emphasis on the war story matches, and is supported by, the importance that stage characters attach to it. Persians offers no less than three narratives of Xerxes' crossing of the Hellespont: the first, which is told and sung by the chorus in the parodos (12 -60; 65 -91; 126 -31) ; the second, which is reiterated in a symbolic mode in the queen's narrative of her dream (181 -99); and the third, which is revisited in the queen's conversation with . The events at Salamis, Psyttaleia, and the retreat are the focus of three remarkably detailed reports (353 -432, 447 -71, 480 -514) and the longest messenger scene in extant Athenian tragedy (353 -514) . Xerxes' return is highlighted by anticipatory references to it by the chorus (mºst\ t`basike¸\, 8), the queen (529 -31), and Darius (837 -38).
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The amount of performance time devoted to retelling the expedition makes it an important narrative component in the play.
In addition, the beginning and end of the performance approximately coincide with verbal or visual presentations of the beginning and end of the war story. Although Xerxes' departure from Persia is recounted and not shown, the action performed in the parodos (the Elders' entrance on marching anapests) thematically coincides with the narrated action (the march of Xerxes' army) and symbolically reenacts it (1 -64). At the other end, Xerxes' entrance closes off the war story at the beginning of the kommos (907). Xerxes' rags visually confirm the messenger's report that the king had torn off his robes in view of the disaster at Salamis (468). In addition, as William Thalmann (1980) and others have stressed, the torn clothes (stok^, 1017) metaphorically signify the failure of the war expedition (st|kor, 795). With the exception of Xerxes' return and Plataea, all events in the war story have already happened when the play opens. Yet the performance unfolds to present a polyphonic narrative of the war story. In the terminology of Manfred Pfister ((1977) 1988, 283 -84) , tertiary fictional time (the duration of verbally-related background events) is projected into primary fictional time (the length of time covered by the action presented on stage).
Understood as a narrative of Xerxes' failure to conquer Greece, the 472 B.C.E. Persians performance belongs with the many discourses spoken or written in the 470s to commemorate the Greek victory over Persia. 9 It must be contextualized with: the dedicatory epigram inscribed on the most famous Greek celebratory offering -a gold tripod resting on a spiral-twisted column made of three bronze snakes and dedicated In Martin West's reconstruction of Simonides 11 (POxy 2327 fr. 5 + 6 + 27 col. i; + 3965 fr. 1+2), after a proemium praising Achilles (1 -20) and an invocation to the Muse (20 -28), the narrator relates the march of the Spartans from their hometown past . While POxy 3965.2 unfortunately disintegrates as the Spartans reach Eleusis, POxy 2327 fr. 27 col. ii suggests that the poem included a battle narrative (fr. 13 W elegy offer narrator-based accounts of the war story. Yet telling stories is not a generic hallmark of drama. Since Plato and Aristotle, drama has been defined as a mode of storytelling that presents an action (pq÷nir, pq\clata) through enacted imitation while epic presents its story through a narrative mediated by a narrator (Plat. Rp. 3.392d-394d; Arist. Poet. 1448a19 -28). Both genres are in fact mixed; epic includes dialogue, and drama includes rheseis. Yet it seems fair to say that the story presented in an Athenian drama usually coincides with the actions performed on and off stage during the time of the performance. Aeschylus' Suppliants focuses on a series of events: the Danaids supplicate the Argives to give them asylum, the Argives agree to do so, the sons of Aigyptos arrive off stage, their herald attempts to seize the girls, and the king of Argos prevents him from doing so. In contrast, as N.J. Lowe (2000, 167) has stressed, with the exception of Xerxes' return, Persians presents the war story through embedded narratives. In other words, it confines the distinctively dramatic mode of storytelling -showing rather than telling -to actions and events that lie outside of the war story. Narrated accounts of the war are framed by, and subsumed to, a second action that is specific to Persians. Persians' generically specific contribution to the commemoration of the war lies in the actions shown rather than the narratives told.
Stripped of the embedded narratives, the actions and events shown on stage may be summarized along the following lines: the Elders and the Queen are waiting for the return of Xerxes and the army; they hear from the messenger that Xerxes has lost a large part of the army at Salamis, Psyttaleia, and in the retreat over Greece; they attempt to thwart further losses by offering libations to the dead and conjuring the ghost of Darius; they learn from Darius that further woes await the remaining troops at Plataea; the chorus confronts Xerxes; they mourn their losses with him. The characters in this story are impersonated by the actors on stage. Its duration -about an hour -coincides with the duration of the performance. Its location -Susa -is the space presented on stage.
At the core of the performed action is the Persian desire to be reunited with the army.
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The theme is introduced at the opening of 12 The few scholars who have focused on the performed action tend to analyze it in terms of an intellectual and emotional response to the reported events. In the fine analysis offered by Adams 1952, the play is structured in Aristotelian manner around the anagnorisis of the chorus and falls into three parts followed by a the parodos. Immediately after their self-introduction, the Elders announce their concern for the return of the army (8 -11). In the first episode, the chorus' longing is replicated and highlighted by the queen's parallel but more specific concerns about the duration of prosperity (164, 166) and about the return of Xerxes (167, 169). In its most extreme form, that longing takes the form of the erotic pangs of wives deprived of their spouses (!mdq_m p|h\, 134; p|h\ vik\moqi, 135; !mdq_m/poh´ousai Qde?m !qtifuc¸am, 541 -42). Yet the use of words on the same poh]y root in relation to the entire land of Asia (p|h\, 62) and the whole city of Susa (pohoOsam, 512) makes it clear that the women's longing epitomizes a general feeling. Accordingly, the Elders proleptically enact the lament which they imagine the women will perform if the army does not return (115 -25). The desire to see the army return is shared by the imagined women, the chorus, and the queen.
Although the chorus is limited in its power to act, its desires, hopes, and disappointments still unify the actions and events represented on stage. The messenger's entrance fulfills the longing for news expressed in the parodos (12 -15). The libations poured by the queen (624) and the kletic hymn performed by the chorus (634 -80) are motivated by the hope that Darius may find a remedy to prevent further losses (219 -25, 521 -26, 631 -32) . The Darius scene amounts to an attempt to find a helper able to perform on the chorus' behalf. In the first part of the kommos, as will be discussed in detail below, the chorus reacts to the character whom they have come to consider responsible for the loss of the army. In the second part of the kommos jointly sung with Xerxes (1002 -1078), the dirge (l]kor, 1042) and mourning gestures ritually enact the loss and represent the end of the chorus' hopes. The staged actions not only respond to narrated news but constitute a sequence of events centered on the chorus' pothos. Persians combines two related but distinct storylines. The war story thematized in other 'scherzo': Realization of Forebodings (parodos and first episode), Realization of Divine Wrath (messenger scene), and Realization of Hybris (Darius scene). While this structure nicely illustrates the hermeneutic function of the tragic genre, it does not account for the final scene, which it lists as a mere counterpoint. I believe that a fuller understanding of the dynamics of the play can be achieved by recognizing that the performed action is arranged around the chorus' desire to be reunited with the army. The importance of pothos in the action of Persians is suggested but not developed by Hall 1996, 19 and ad 61 -2. Dué 2006, 57 -90 analyzes it from a thematic but not a narrative viewpoint.
genres is told in embedded speeches. The pothos story that is specific to the play is shown on stage. Persians is remarkable not simply for its interest in the emotions and losses of the defeated party, but also for its combination of these emotions in a story that unifies the staged action. 
Elders and King
Viewing the chorus as desiring subjects in the staged action, and not solely -as in later tragedies -passive respondents to embedded speeches, gives us a new point of entry into the play's economy. In particular, it explains and highlights the increasing tension between the chorus and the king, whom they progressively come to identify as their opponent. Polyphony is of course a hallmark of drama. In Persians, while the characters agree on the brutal 'facts' of the war -the departure, the defeat, the lonely return -they offer diverging perspectives on the causes of, and responsibilities in, the Persian defeat.
14 Three models stand out. In other commemorations of the war, the valor and courage of the Greeks are singled out as the main cause for their victory. Simonides' Battle at Plataea defines itself as a celebration of the Spartans who fought there and accordingly emphasize their 'courage' (!qe]t/r, fr. 11.27 W 2 ) and 'immortal glory' ( jk]or]…! h\mato‹m›, fr. 11.28 W 2 ). Persians alludes to that cause, but only indirectly and mostly in the first half of 13 Intriguingly, the two stories that I have identified as war story and pothos story both are reminiscent of a Homeric epic, the Iliad and the Odyssey respectively. The Iliadic echoes of the war story have often be noted. Among many examples, the list of departing contingents in the parodos resembles the Catalogue of ships in Iliad 2 (Hall 1996 ad 21 -58) while the inglorious deaths of the young Persian nobles in the messenger speech (dusjkeest\t\ l|q\, 444) invert the Iliadic trope of the kleos-bringing death. On the other hand, the pothos story represented on stage shares many features with the Odyssey. The chorus labels it nostos in the parodos (8) and the story of a queen and people waiting for the return of their king echoes the plot of the Odyssey. Taplin 1977, 124 views the Odyssey as the most important archetype behind the dramatic plot of Persians.
As will become clear below, my analysis suggests that the analogy may go even further than has previously recognized and that the problem of Odysseus' reintegration as king of Ithaca (on which see e. g. Nagler 1990) has a parallel in the Xerxes scene of Persians. From an intertextual viewpoint, then, Persians combines and reworks the two main poems of the epic tradition. 14 For a comparative analysis of Persians, Herodotus' Histories, and the Hippocratic corpus as reflections on the causes for the Persian defeat, see Jouanna 1981.
the play. In the first episode, the stichomythia between the queen and the Elders sets up a series of oppositions between Persian gold and Athenian silver (237 -38), bow and arrows against spear and shield (239 -40), and Persian submission versus Athenian freedom (241 -42) that is connected to the Greek victory over Darius at Marathon (244). In the messenger speech, references to the organization and determination of the Greeks fighting for freedom contrast with the unarticulated clamor on the Persian side (384 -407). Yet the messenger himself does not highlight Greek valor, but rather the intervention of a jealous daimōn as the cause for the Persian defeat. Accordingly, he ties the 'beginning' (!qw^, 350) of the disaster with the appearance of a 'vengeful or malignant divinity' (!k²styq C jaj¹rda¸lym, 354) and the queen responds to his account by blaming a 'loathsome deity' (stucm³ da?lom, 472). Their interpretation of the disaster squares with the chorus' foreboding that a mortal cannot avoid the 'cunning deceit of a god' (dokºlgtim d' !p²tam heoO, 92). Up to and including the messenger speech -that is, throughout the first half of the play -the defeat is attributed implicitly to Greek valor or explicitly to a jealous daimōn. The second half of the play devotes increasing attention to Xerxes' responsibility. In the first stasimon, the Elders tie their grief to Xerxes' actions. They emphasize his responsibility by hammering his name as the subject of destructive verbs in a threefold anaphora: j!c½ d³ lºqom t_mo Q wol´mym aUqy doj¸lyr pokupemh/. mOmc ± qd µpqºpasa l³ms t mei ca?' )s·r 1jjemoul´ma· N´qngr l³m %cacem, popo?, N´qngr d' !p¾kesem, toto?, N´qngr d³ p²mt' 1p´spe dusvqºmyr baq¸dessi pomt¸air.
And I myself genuinely sustain deep grief For the fate of the departed.
For now the entire land of Asia mourns emptied out of its men. Xerxes led them away, popoi, Xerxes destroyed them, totoi, Xerxes wrong-headedly drove everything on in seafaring ships.
(Aeschylus, Persians 546 -54, transl. E. Hall)
In the second episode, Darius further criticizes Xerxes. Revisiting the crossing of the Hellespont, the father denounces the incomprehension (744), audacity (744), and mental sickness (750) that led his son to believe he could overcome Poseidon (744 -50). In his third and last speech, the Plataea prophecy, the dead king develops a model of hybris and punishment based on a strictly retributive logic (vbqeyr %poima, 808). The religious exactions performed by the Persians on their way to Greece will result in no fewer tribulations for them (813 -14) . All Persian disasters, past and future, are now considered to be 'penalties' (t!pit_lia, 823) for hybristic behavior. The final admonition that Xerxes 'behave temperately' (syvqome?m, 829) and stop 'offending the gods' (heobkaboOmh', 831) ties the defeat to earlier mistakes. Accordingly, in the second stasimon, Darius' praise is emphatically contrasted with the present disaster (mOmd', 904) and thus implicitly attaches blame to his son. The increasing insistence on Xerxes' responsibility bears important consequences for the dynamics of the final scene, when the chorus finally meets the king whom they now view as the agent of their loss. In terms of the actantial model of the pothos story, the subject confronts his opponent. I argue that the Xerxes scene is structured around a sequence of tension and resolution that redefines Xerxes' actantial role from opponent to co-subject and therefore brings closure to the pothos story.
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The first half of the Xerxes scene is characterized by a tension between Xerxes and the chorus. Xerxes's concerns at this stage are mostly self-centered. His lament emphatically connects first-person pronouns or verbal forms with epithets denoting misery (d}stgmor 1c~, 909; t_ p\hy tk^lym, 912; fd' 1c~m … aQajt|r, 931; Q½ Q¾ loi, 974). Unaware of his own responsibility, Xerxes puts the burden of the disaster on a hostile daimōn (911 -12; 942) and asks the Elders to lament his fate (941 -43). In turn, the chorus cares for the army (stqati÷r, 918; ewkor, 956). After an initial reference to the daimōn (921), they increas- The catalogue is reminiscent of the lists of departing Persians in the parodos (21 -58) and of the lists of fallen Persians in the messenger's report (302 -30 ). Yet the form of the catalogue is now embedded in direct interrogative clauses introduced by the interrogative adverb 'where' (poO, 967 and 969; cf. 956 and 957) that give it an angry significance. The dynamics of the scene suddenly change in the third antistrophe of the kommos. For the first time, Xerxes participates in the chorus' emotions and expresses longing for the young men:
<%kast'> %kasta stucm± pqºjaja k´cym. boø boø <loi> lek´ym 5mdohem Gtoq.
You stir up in me longing
For my noble comrades, Telling of unforgettable -unforgettable -and loathsome evils beyond evils. My heart cries out -cries out -from within my limbs.
(Aeschylus, Persians 987 -91, transl. E. Hall)
The erotic connotations of the word Uucn (LSJ s.v.) parallel those of the chorus' and the women's pothos for the army. By expressing the same longing as the chorus, Xerxes moves from the actantial position of opponent to that of co-subject in the pothos story. Logically enough, soon after Xerxes' expression of longing, the chorus mentions unnamed dai-mones -in contrast to its previous accusations on Xerxes -as the cause for the disaster (1005 -7). Xerxes' longing for the army reintegrates him in the Persian community and confirms the pivotal role of pothos in defining the relation between the characters on stage.
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The second half of the kommos (last four strophic pairs) unites king and chorus in a joined lament for the lost army (1002 -78). The meter switches from lyric anapests to lyric iambics. The antiphonic division of strophes between the king and the chorus gives way to a sung exchange of individual lines. Xerxes and the chorus now share the same grief and mourn the same losses. The second person verbs angrily used by the chorus to incriminate Xerxes (5kiper 5kiper, 985) are replaced by verbal forms in the first person plural that construct Xerxes and the chorus as a single entity (pepk^cleh', 1008 and 1009; 1spam_sleh', 1024). Instead of referring to the deaths of the recent past, the kommos now self-referentially describes the lament process including the arm gestures (1046), weeping, high-pitched voices, breast beating, plucking of hair and beards (1056), and tearing of robes (1060). From a meta-poetic or musical viewpoint, the king and the chorus now sing the same song. Xerxes sings instructions or introduces lexical items that are in turn taken up by the chorus (1038 -78). As commentators have stressed, the antiphony is reminiscent of the Trojan laments in Iliad 24 and probably reflects the structure of primitive thrēnoi.
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The lyric dialogue has become a thrēnos for the dead that is led by Xerxes. Taken as a whole, the Xerxes scene constitutes both the climax and the resolution of the pothos story that structures the staged action. Like the Odyssey, Persians ends with the return and reintegration of a king responsible for the death of the 'flower' of the land. 
Persian Chorus and Athenian Audience
How can we move from an analysis of the play's narrative structure to a discussion of its pragmatics? In what follows, I rely on two methodological premises. First, since tragedy is a narrative genre -as opposed to argument or description -and therefore constructs a double temporal logic, external (in the experience of the work) and internal (the fictional duration of the sequence of events), I assume that its pragmatics depends primarily on its narrative progression.
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Second, I take it that the effects of a play (or any text or performance for that matter) on its audience depend on its specificity vis-à-vis contemporary discourses. Intertextuality, in other words, contributes to define the horizon of expectations and therefore the response of the audience.
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Since the narrative specificity of Persians in the 470s -as opposed to the inscriptions or Simonides' elegies -lies in the chorus-centered pothos story represented on stage, its specific effects are to be found there rather than in the war narratives. This is of course not to deny that individual references to Athenian freedom (241 -42) or to the paean sung by the Greeks at Salamis (402 -5) would have caused the audience to beam with pride. I only wish to stress that the overall effect of the play would have arisen from the progression of the staged action.
A specific evaluation of the play's pragmatics requires some sense of -or at least some hypotheses about -the emotional condition of the spectators as they came into the theater of Dionysos to watch Aeschylus' drama. Pride in the Athenian achievements is usually considered the dominant mood (Barron 1988, 616 ). Yet Athenian emotions may have been more complex than acknowledged in official discourses and celebratory inscriptions. As Christopher Pelling (1997, 12) has 18 For the distinction between narrative, argument, and description, see Chatman 1990, 6 -21. My emphasis on narrative progression departs significantly from the approach to Persians pioneered by Edith Hall 1989. Hall focused on the polar oppositions that organize the characterization of Greeks and Persians throughout the play. Yet as Harrison 2000, 58 -91 has argued, the play does not construct these stereotypes. Rather, they come from popular assumptions that also surface in Herodotus' Histories. Persians is a product of its time and can be used (as Hall does) to document the history of Athenian ideologies, but that project must be distinguished from the attempt to capture the specific pragmatics of the play. 19 About the notion of 'horizon of expectations' as a basic tenet of reception theory, see Jauß 1982a, 22 -32. pointed out, Persia was not a dead issue even after 480. The very foundation of the Delian league in 478/7 B.C.E. assumed that the Greek states still needed to join forces to repel Persia. It may well be that Persian preparations for the Eurymedon campaign were already starting in the late 470s and that Athenians were getting wind of them. As Rachel McMullin (2001) has argued, the charge of medizing that caused the fall of the Spartan Pausanias and the ostracism of the Athenian Themistocles suggests that fear of the Persians still loomed large in the 470s. In addition, the sight of the damaged temples left in ruins on the Acropolis, perhaps in accordance with an oath taken at Plataea, is likely to have incited feelings of resentment and anger toward the agents of the destruction.
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Subsequently, it is likely that the Athenians who sat down in the theater of Dionysos to witness the performance of Aeschylus' play brought with them the complex emotional baggage of pride in their victory, anger at the thought of the destructions and losses caused by the enemy, and fear of further woes.
Since the staged action of Persians is centered on the chorus, our appreciation of the performance pragmatics largely hangs on the question of whether the chorus was, in the terminology of Malcom Heath (1987, 90 -98) , a 'focus' for the sympathetic attention of the audience.
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The question is tricky. Edith Hall (1989) has argued that the Persians mentioned and shown in the play are constructed as the polar opposite of the Greeks. The fictional identity of the chorus -stressed by such visible signs as old age (1056) and long ceremonial robes (1060) -surely separated them from the Athenian ideal of youthful activity. On the other hand, since at least A.W. Schlegel, dramatic choruses have often been considered as the 'idealized spectator' and a model for audience response.
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The chorus replicates the audience's hermeneutic experience of interpreting the often contrasting viewpoints voiced by the actors. In this sense, the genre of Athenian drama constructs a formal analogy between internal and external audiences. The relevance of this argument to Persians is not definite. Persians is our earliest play and may differ from later tragedies. Yet it is important to note that the chorus is a distinct performative entity whose identity and voice may not be as clearcut as those of the actors.
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The structure and diction of Persians suggests that the performance constructed an increasing proximity between Persian Elders and Athenian audience. In the parodos, the emphasis on the chorus' ignorance of the army's situation detaches them from the actors of the war story and casts them as victims of a story which unfolds beyond their will and knowledge. 24 The staging of fearful and powerless Elders rather than ambitious soldiers would have placated the fear and anger that the Persian empire may still have instilled in Athens in 472 B.C.E. Unlike the war story told in the speeches, the pothos story represented on stage does not include the Greeks in its actantial model. Its subject is the chorus; the object is the army; the opponent is -depending on the viewpoint and moment -the daimōn or Xerxes. The pothos story leaves the Athenian audience free to respond to the staged action and to focalize on the chorus in a relatively disinterested way.
As the play unfolds, the chorus expresses its pothos -in both senses of longing and mourning -in panhellenic or distinctively Athenian language. As shown by Casey Dué (2006, 57 -90) , the flower metaphor repeatedly used to refer to the Persian youth (59, 252, 925 -27 ) goes back to the Iliadic imagery of plant-like young men who blossom beautifully and die too quickly ). In addition, Mary Ebbott (2000) has demonstrated that the list of the Persians fallen at Salamis carries some formal resemblances with Athenian casualty lists. In both instances, names are catalogued according to place of origin, function in the army, place of death. The chorus' pothos is articulated in terms that align it with panhellenic or Athenian expressions of longing and loss. The ignorance of the chorus is a distinctive feature that differentiates Persians from the Phoenician Women of Aeschylus' predecessor Phrynichus. We know from the hypothesis to Persians that Phrynichus' play opened with a eunuch's report of Xerxes' defeat. In contrast, Aeschylus delays the announcement of the event and devotes almost a fifth of his play to the representation of Persian fear and ignorance.
The confrontation with Xerxes in the kommos takes the connection between chorus and audience one step further. As I have argued above, the chorus at this stage views Xerxes as the prime cause for the Persian defeat. In actantial terms, the chorus now identifies Xerxes as their main opponent. The opposition between Xerxes and the chorus in the pothos story parallels and mirrors the antagonism between Xerxes and his Greek opponents in the war story. Common opposition to (or scapegoating of) Xerxes structurally aligns the chorus with the Greeks of both the fiction and the audience.
The actantial 'Hellenization' of the chorus is confirmed by its political stance vis-à-vis Xerxes in the final scene. From a political viewpoint, the questioning to which the chorus submits Xerxes is reminiscent of the practice of frank speech (parrhēsia) that defines Athenian democracy.
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Earlier utterances in the drama construct frank speech as a practice that does not belong in the Persian empire and accentuate the traditional contrast between the unaccountability of Persian kings and the accountability of Athenian magistrates (Hdt. 3.80) . In the first episode, the queen emphasizes that Xerxes is not accountable to his subjects (oqw rpe¼humor pºkei, 213). In the first stasimon, the chorus fearfully evokes the end of tribute payment, the end of proskynesis, and the re-establishment of free speech (1ke}heqa b\feim, 593) as concrete and impending manifestations of . The limitation of free speech in Persia is forcefully enacted in the Darius scene. After singing the kletic hymn that constitutes the second stasimon, the Elders find themselves incapable to speak to Darius face to face 'on account of [their] old fear of [him]' (694 -96) . As a result, most of the conversation with Darius is performed by the Queen who informs him of the recent disaster and of the circumstances of . The chorus' abrupt questioning of Xerxes in the final scene represents a strong departure from the Persian practices described and performed earlier in the play. The evolution reflects the changes brought upon by Xerxes' failed expedition and discussed in Part II. It also brings the chorus closer to the Athenian values of accountability and frank speech. The chorus' confrontation with Xerxes structurally and ideologically assimilates them to the Athenian audience.
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The Hellenization of the chorus in the first three strophic pairs of the lyric dialogue culminates in the final dirge led by Xerxes. As the choreutai depart and tramp the ground of the orchestra, they complain that 'the Persian earth is hard to tread' (Peqs·r aWad ¼ sbator, 1070 and 1074). The collocation of an ethnic adjective, the word for land, and a deictic gesture is reminiscent of the chorus' self-definition as 'the faithful of the Persians who have gone to the land of Greece' (t²de l³m Peqs_m t_mo Q wol´mym/:kk²d' 1r aWam, 1 -2) at the opening of the parodos. At the same time, the difference between the two passages captures the changing relation between chorus and audience across the performance. In the parodos, the Elders define themselves in relation to other characters. As foreigners and fictional characters, they are at a double remove from the audience. In the kommos, the Elders mention the Persian land while simultaneously pointing at the ground of the theater of Dionysos. Through the extra-diegetic deixis, the dramatic illusion breaks down. The dramatic space set in Susa merges with the scenic space of the theater -itself grounded in the reflexive space of Athenian landscape (Rehm 2002, 20 -25 and 250) . Subsequently, the action performed on stage takes on an extra-diegetic dimension. The Persian dirge spills over from the stage into the Athenian polis.
26 My interpretation here goes against the idea that the kommos is formally marked as an un-Athenian, effeminizing song that constitutes the climax in the play's Orientalizing strategy (Hall 1996 ad 908 -1078). Hall's argument rests on the idea that Athenian mourning practices had been effectively restricted by Solon's legislation and that laments were normally sung by women in fifth century Athens. Yet as Margaret Alexiou (1974) 2002, 22 points out, it is unclear that Solon's legislation was fully enforced. Plato's prescriptions in the Laws (Pl. Lg. 800e and 959e) and the sumptuary laws passed by Demetrius of Phaleron in the late fourth century, suggest the persistence of many forbidden practices. Second, the approach to tragic lament as a female-gendered activity that marked the past two or three decades of research on the topic is now being reconsidered. As Ann Suter 2008 has recently argued, male laments are not unusual in tragedy. Creon laments the death of his son in Antigone (1261 -1346). Theseus mourns the death of Phaedra in Hippolytus (811 -73). In Aeschylus' Choephoroi, the kommos for the dead Agamemnon is sung by Orestes, Electra, and the chorus. The kommos that ends Persians does not fundamentally differ from other expressions of male grief in tragedy. It is an extreme, but not necessarily an alienating expression of loss.
The Hellenization of the chorus carries important implications for the pragmatics of the play. In particular, it raises the possibility of an audience response involving pity for the Persian chorus. Recent scholarship has emphasized the cultural specificity of emotions and highlighted the difference between Greek pity and our contemporary notions of sympathy (Konstan 2006a, 201 -18) . In the Rhetoric, Aristotle defines pity in the following terms: 5sty dµ5 keor k¼pg tir 1p· vaimol´m\ jaj`vhaqtij`C kupgq`toO !man¸ou tucw²meim, d j#maqt¹rpqosdoj ¶seiem #m pahe?m C t_martoO tima, ja· toOto ftam pkgs¸om va¸mgtai.
Pity may be defined as a feeling of pain caused by the sight of some evil, destructive or painful, which befalls one who does not deserve it, and which we might expect to befall ourselves or some friend of ours, and moreover to befall us soon.
(Aristotle, Rhetoric 1385b13 -16, transl. W. Rhys Robert)
In terms of the Aristotelian definition, pity includes a moral judgment of whether the other's suffering is deserved or not. In addition, it requires a double condition of proximity and distance between pitier and pitied. The pitier must be close enough to the pitied to fear experiencing the same troubles but also distant enough to not be engulfed in the pitied's pain. The relation between Persian chorus and Athenian audience in the kommos meets these criteria. The Elders suffer undeservedly since they are not responsible for the invasion of Greece. Since they share the Athenian anger at Xerxes and enact the Athenian practice of parrhēsia, their behavior makes them enough alike that the audience may remember or think of their own losses, past or future, and feel pain in response to the chorus' grief. At the same time, the ethnicity of the Persian chorus keeps it distant enough that -unlike the spectators of Phrynichus' Capture of Miletus (Hdt. 6.21) -the audience does not burst into tears. The chorus' characterization in the kommos offers the exact combination of undeserved pain, proximity, and distance that are the conditions for Aristotelian pity.
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The emotional dynamics of the kommos may even take the implied Athenian audience one step further. If the spectators are encouraged to pity the chorus (Part III) while the chorus reintegrates Xerxes in its midst (Part II), it follows that the chorus' mediation in the second part of the kommos encourages the audience to relate to Xerxes. The emotion aroused by Xerxes' grief would have differed from that aroused by the chorus. It does not qualify as pity in the Aristotelian sense since the kommos clearly emphasizes Xerxes' responsibility for his troubles. Yet while Aristotelian pity involves a moral judgment on the pitied, Aristotle mentions in the Poetics the possibility that the sight of deserved pain arouses an emotion that he calls to philanthrōpon (Arist.
Po. 1453a2 -6). Although its exact significance is debated, to philanthrō-pon seems to denote a sentiment analogous to sympathy or human concern and would precisely apply to Xerxes' situation vis-à-vis the Athenian audience.
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In my interpretation, then, the kommos of Persians would have performed remarkable emotional work upon its Athenian audience. Through the chorus' mediation, spectators would have been invited to first relive their anger at Xerxes, then transcend their anger and feel compassion for the enemy king. This trajectory parallels the Iliadic movement that brings Achilles from anger (l/mim, Iliad 1.1) to an emotion that Homer calls pity (5keor) but which, unlike Aristotelian pity, does not involve a moral judgment and comes closer to the modern notion of compassion.
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In book 24, the double anger caused in Achilles by Briseis' loss and later Patroklos' death gives way to compassion. Priam's appeal to pity (1k]gsom, Il. 24.503) stirs in Achilles a grief that aligns him with the old king. Priam and Achilles weep together, one for Hector, the other for Peleus and Patroclus (Il. 24.507 -12). Similarly, Persians performed the tour de force of inviting a Greek audience to feel compassion for a Persian king. The dynamics of the pothos story and the fluid identity of the chorus offered the Athenian audience the occasion to live an Iliadic experience.
Recent studies of the narrative semiotics of Greek tragedy have focused on its treatment of time (Goward 1999; Markantonatos 2002) . I would like to suggest that two additional parameters -the contrast between staged and reported events and the narrative position and voice of the chorus -define Athenian drama as a storytelling medium. Applied to Persians, these parameters allow us to better appreciate the position and function of Aeschylus' drama in the commemorative atmosphere of the 470s. Persians responds to other discourses by framing the war story told in embedded speeches in a pothos story enacted on stage. The pothos story builds up an increasing tension between the chorus and Xerxes that is released and resolved in the kommos. While the Darius scene and its model of hybris and retribution may be called the hermeneutic climax of the play, the emotions of the characters culminate in the Xerxes scene. At the pragmatic level, the relegation of the war story to embedded speeches and the fluid identity of the chorus allow the play to engage the audience in a complex manner. We know from Herodotus that staging a historical tragedy in Athens could be a tricky business. In the 490s, Phrynichus' dramatic rendition of the capture of Miletus had caused the audience to burst into tears. Phrynichus had subsequently been fined for 'reminding the audience of their personal woes' (!malm^-samta oQj^ia jaj\, Hdt. 6.21). The structure of Aeschylus' Persiansand perhaps that of Phrynichus' own Phoenician Women -suggests that the point was well taken. By relegating the war story to embedded speeches, Persians stages an action that only indirectly engages the memories of its audience. The entrance of Xerxes, the only character involved in the war story and therefore the most challenging to the Athenians, is carefully and gradually prepared. The increasingly Athenian overtones in the chorus' voice allow the audience to project their emotions onto the Elders and to engage the Xerxes scene through the mediation of the chorus. When the war story and the pothos story finally intersect on stage in the last scene, the chorus' evolution from anger to shared grief offers a model for the evolution of the external audience. The combination of two storylines allows Persians to deeply engage and rework the emotions of its audience. This surely deserved first prize in the dramatic competition of 472 B.C.E.
